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Joint Punishments to Impose on IPR Breaches

On 5th December 2018, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) 
along with other 37 governmental agencies, issued Memorandum of Understanding on 
Jointly Punish Entity Who Is in Serious Breach of Credit in Intellectual Property (Patent) 
Filed.  Those in serious breach of credit will be punished by one or multiple disciplinary 
measures out of 38.

What is the definition of serious breach of credit in the IP (Patent) field? The 
memorandum explicitly stipulates five types of behaviors: repeated infringement, non-
performance, serious misconduct of patent agent, nominally affiliated to patent agent 
firm by offering one's Patent Attorney Certificate, filing patents abnormally and forgery 
are considered to be in serious breach of credit.

Of the 38 disciplinary measures, five measures, including intensifying supervision, 
disqualified from being named excellent, not to enjoy fee deduction and prioritized 
examination on patent are implemented by CNIPA. While the rest of 33 measures, 
including restricting capital support from the government, limiting subsidies and social 
security funds, limiting the participating in government procurement activities as a 
supplier, record the dishonest conduct in basic financial credit information database 
and online credit reporting system and dismissing the application of issuing corporate 
bonds, etc. are jointly implemented by other governmental offices.

from China Intellectual Property Magazine 

The State Council Passed Patent Law Amendment 

(Draft) in the Executive Meeting

Amendment on Patent Law of the People's Republic of China (Draft), hereinafter 
refered to as the Draft, has been passed by the State Council in the executive meeting 
on 5th December 2018. It will be a positive on IP protection and crackdown on 
infringement.

The decision was made to have better protection on patentee's right, to encourage 
innovation and turn mature practices into law.

The Draft adopts rules in reference of those of other countries, and focuses on stepping 
up efforts to crack down intellectual property infringements by increasing the amount of 
compensation and penalties for willful infringements and counterfeits. The significant 
increase on the infringement cost will lead to a deterrent on illegal activities.

It specifies the burden of proof of the infringer and proposes the Internet service 
provider who fails to stop the infringement in time should be held joint responsibility.

It also sets up the incentive system for the inventor or designer on sharing the profits 
from the service invention-creation, and improves the patent authorization system.

The State Council has decided to submit the Draft to the NPC Standing Committee for 
deliberation.

from China Intellectual Property Magazine 
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Since the 2014 amendments to the Guidelines for Patent 

Examination, graphical user interface (GUI) was 

incorporated into the protection scope of design patent in 

China. So far, the Patent Reexamination Board of CNIPA 

has made 6 invalidation decisions on design patents with 

GUI. From these cases, we realize the following problems 

about design applications with GUI in the perspective of 

patent portfolio. Firstly, a design application currently 

should be based on a product, so the interface part 

cannot be separately protected when determining the 

protection scope of GUI design patent. Secondly, it is not 

possible to use dotted line to separate the contents where 

protection is not required. The third one is that GUI is not 

allowed to be highlighted in prosecution. So when 

involving infringement judgment, GUI and its attached 

hardware product will be treated as a whole and 

compared according to the principle of “overall 

observation and comprehensive judgment”.

From these invalidation decisions, we highlight the 

following significant points which should be noticed when 

filing a design patent application with GUI.

Hardware products should try to use the design that is 

most commonly seen, especially for the GUI design of 

general devices like mobile phones and computers.

Except for the front view of the hardware, it is 

unnecessary to submit other views of the hardware 

design. It could be indicated in the brief description that 

other views involve no design essentials and requests to 

omit. 
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The brief description shall indicate that 

design essentials lay in the GUI part, while 

other hardware parts are customary design.

For a static interface design, it is necessary 

to explain the function of the GUI design 

and the content of human-computer 

interaction, so that the GUI could be 

considered as an operation interface 

directly related to the product functions.

For a dynamic interface design, its dynamic 

effect plays an important role in the overall 

visual effect, where the dynamic trajectory 

and the process of change will attract the 

attention of general consumers. Therefore, 

the content expressed in each interface 

status should be clearly described in the 

brief description.

In a word, the views submitted in a design 

patent application with GUI are usually 

unable to clearly indicate the functions, 

human-computer interaction, dynamic 

design, etc., so we should take advantage 

of the brief description, which is significant 

to a full protection for the GUI design 

patent. 

Legal basis

Chapter III, Part I of the Guidelines for 

Patent Examination: With respect to a 

product design including a graphical user 

interface, the overall product design view 

shall be submitted. If the graphical user 

interface is a dynamic pattern, the applicant 

shall submit at least one of the above-

mentioned overall product design views for 

one status. The applicant could merely 

submit the one significant view for each 

remaining statuses, which should be able to 

uniquely determine the changing trend in 

the dynamic pattern.
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